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Description

In this stunning 40-minute speech to the Australian Medical Professional Society (AMPS), Dr. Phillip
Altman details how governments and various medical oversight boards used Covid to abuse citizens.
He exposes all the most critical lies used to coerce the public into abandoning their fundamental rights:

“We have been lied to. We must face reality.  The Covid gene-based vaccines have 
undoubtedly failed to live up to expectations. These so-called vaccines do not 
prevent infection, they do not prevent transmission of infection and they are not 
keeping people out of hospital. These so-called vaccines are not safe.  They have 
caused more deaths and serious adverse effects than any drug in the history of 
medicine.” 

Too many lives have been lost, and the time has come to speak the truth, he told the AMPS
Conference attendees. This is a must-see video for all those with friends and relatives who still doubt
the malfeasance of officialdom over Covid and gene-therapy coercion for the past three years.

Dr. Altman is a well-known Australian authority on clinical trials and regulatory affairs with more than 40
years of experience designing, managing, and reporting clinical trials and working with the Australian
Therapeutic Goods Administration to gain new drug approvals.

Last August, he published a report arguing that Covid vaccines are not really vaccines but
experimental gene-based therapies and have been associated worldwide “with far more deaths,
illnesses, injuries, and disabilities than any other therapeutic agent in the history of medicine.”

According to Dr. Altman, the vaccines use technology never deployed in a fully approved therapeutic
product and only investigated in relatively early clinical research for certain cancers and rare genetic
disorders. They were only provisionally approved, not fully approved, by the Australian drug regulator,
the Therapeutic Goods Administration (TGA). They do not prevent SARS-CoV-2 infection or
transmission of the virus, and any immunological protection wanes rapidly. Side effects of the vaccine
include heart attack and strokes; cancer; infertility and miscarriages; myocarditis, pericarditis, and
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death in children. Dr. Altman believes that “in light of the known unprecedented level of serious
adverse reactions and death attributed to their use,” the use of vaccines must be reconsidered.
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